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MULTIPLIERS AND H* ALGEBRAS

WAI-MEE CHING AND JAMES S. W. WONG

Let A be a normed algebra and B(A) the algebra of all
bounded linear operators from A into itself, with operator
norm. An element TeB(A) is called a multiplier of A if
(Tx)y = x(Ty) for all x,yeA. The set of all multipliers of
A is denoted by M(A). In the present paper, it is first shown
that M(A) is a maximal commutative subalgebra of B (A) if
and only if A is commutative. Next, M(A) in case A is an
if*-algebra will be represented as the algebra of all com-
plexvalued functions on certain discrete space. Finally, as
an application of the representation theorem of M(A), the
set of all compact multipliers of compact i1/*-a!gebras is
characterized.

In case A is commutative, the general notion of multipliers was
first studied by Helgason [7], followed by Wang [12] and Birtel [2],
[3], [4]. In the special case when A = Lλ(G), the group algebra over
an arbitrary locally compact abelian group, the problem of multipliers
has also been studied by Helson [8] and Edwards [5]. (Cf. also Rudin
[11].) Helgason [7] called a function g on the maximal ideal space
^ of A a multiplier if gA S A where A is the Gelfand transform
of A. Later Wang [12] and Birtel [2] carried out more systematic
studies on multipliers. In case A is semi-simple, Wang [12] proved
that there exists a norm-decreasing isomorphism between M(A) and
C°°(^^), the algebra of bounded continuous functions of ^f. In
particular if A = Lλ{G), then M(A) = M(G), the algebra of all bounded
regular Borel measures on G. In the noncommutative case, Wendel
[13] first studied multipliers1 for noncommutative group algebras,
followed by Kellogg [9] for iϊ*-algebras. However, since Kellogg's
proofs rely heavily on the representation theorem of Wang [12] for
multipliers on general commutative semi-simple Banach algebras,
revelent results on multipliers of iJ*-algebras were obtained only for
the commutative case.

2* Multiplier algebras* Let A be a normed algebra. A is
said to without order if either xA — {0} or Ax — {0} implies x = 0.
Clearly, if A is semi-simple or A has a unit, then A is without order.
In the sequal, we assume all normed algebras under consideration are
without order. An element TeB(A) is called a right (left) multiplier

1 Both Kellogg [9] and Wendel [13] used the terminology "centralizers" instead
of "multipliers".
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of A if T(xy) = (Tx)y(T(xy) = x(Ty)). We denote the set of all right
(left) multipliers of A by R(A)(L(A)). We first observe the following:

PROPOSITION 1. R(A) n L(A) = M(A).

Proof. Clearly, we have R{A) Γ\ L(A) <^ M{A). Let TeM(A).
Note that (T(xy))z = (xy)Tz = x(y(Tz)) = x((Ty)z) for all x,y,zeA.
Since A is without order, T(xy) = x(Ty), i.e. Γei^ίA). Similarly,
one easily shows that TeL(A), completing the proof.

A commutative subalgebra Y of an algebra X is called maximal
commutative subalgebra of X if Y is not properly contained in any
proper commutative subalgebra of X. If X has an identity element
e, e belongs to any maximal commutative subalgebra of X. Using an
argument based upon Zorn's lemma, one easily shows that M(A) is
contained in some maximal commutative subalgebra of B(A), say
MC(A).

For an arbitrary normed algebra X, we denote its centre by
Z(X). One can easily verify the following inclusions:

Z(B(A)) S Z(M(A)) S M(A) S MC(A) S B(A) .

Kellogg [9] proved that M(A) is a closed commutative subalgebra of
B(A), consequently we always have M(A) = Z(M(A)). More precisely,
we can prove the following:

PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a normed algebra. Then the algebra
M(A) of all multipliers of A is a closed commutative sub-algebra of
-B(A), the algebra of all bounded linear operators in A with operator
norm.

Proof. Let TnzM(A) and || Tn - T\\ -+0, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
We note that for any x,y eA,

\\x(Ty) - (Tx)y\\ ^ \\x{Ty) - x(Tny)\\ + \\(Tnx)y - (Tx)y\\

Letting n tend to infinity, we have x(Ty) = (Tx)y. Thus TeM(A),
and M(A) is closed. These remarks together with the result of
Kellogg complete the proof of the assertion.

From Proposition 2, we may easily deduce that all subalgebras
of B(A) occurring (*) are closed in B{A).

PROPOSITION 3. Let S^A(x) denote the spectrum of an element
xeA. Then
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Proof. Since both B{A) and M(A) contain the identity, we need
only to prove that for TeM(A) if T~x exists and is in B(A), then
T-1 e M(A). For any x,yeA, we observe that

THEOREM 1. M(A) is maximal commutative subalgebra of B(A)
if and only if A is commutative.

Proof. Let A be commutative, and for each x e A, we write Tx,

XT the left and right regular representations of x in B(A). Since A
is commutative, [A] = {Tx: x e A} = {XT: xeA}Q M(A). Suppose A is
not maximal, and let MC(A) be some maximal commutative subalgebra
containing A. Since A is not maximal, we may pick Te MC(A)\M(A).
On the other hand, TeMC(A) implies that T commutes with all ele-
ments of [A], i.e., for all x,yeA (Tx)y = (TTx)y = (TxT)y = x(Ty),

proving that TeM(A). This contradiction establishes that A is
maximal. Conversely let M(A) be a maximal commutative algebra.
Thus TeB(A), and ST = TS for all S e M(A) imply TeM(A). In
particular, (TxS)y = x(Sy) = (Sx)y = (STx)y and hence TxeM(A) for
all xeA. Thus (xy)z = Tx(yz) = y(Txz) = (yx)z for all x,y,ze A.
Since A is without order, xy = yx for all x,yeA, i.e., A is com-
mutative.

We will see from §3 and §4 that in case A is a simple H*-
algebra, then M(A) = Z(B(A)).

REMARK 1. If A is in addition complete, then M(A) is also a
Banach algebra. In this case, we may define TeM(A) as any map-
ping of A into itself satisfying the condition that (Tx)y = x(Ty) for
all x,yeA. From the fact that A is without order, it is easily seen
that T is linear. As a consequence of closed graph theorem, we may
also show that T is bounded (see Wang [12]). The way we choose
to define multipliers is just a matter of convenience. Note that
throughout all of our discusson, we do not assume A to be complete.

3* Lemmata on matrix algebras. Let X8 be the algebra of
all matrices (xaβ),a,βeS, where S is a fixed set of indices and
xaβ's are complex numbers satisfying the condition Σ«./* I #«J8 I2 < °°
The multiplication is defined by

z = (zaβ) = x - y = (xaβ)(yr*) >

where

Zaβ = Σ Xa
res
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This multiplication is well defined since

ZΛ I ^β 2-1
a.β a,β

— 2-1
β

Σ Xa <

We define an inner product on Xs by (x, y) = w Σ«,/3 χaβyaβ, where w
is a fixed constant ^ 1 . Xs becomes a Banach algebra if the norm is
induced by the inner product in the usual manner, i.e. \\x\\2 = (x,x).
In this cases, B(XS) can be identified with a subalgebra of all matrices
T = (taβrδ) over S x S such that Tx = y is defined by

( r : δ )

with Σ«,/312/«,s I2 < °°. (We refer to Naimark [10] for more detailed
discussion of Xs.)

LEMMA 1. TeM(Xs) if and only if T is a scalar multiple of
the identity operator.

Proof. Let T = (taβri) e M(XS), so (Tx)y = T(xy) for all a;,3/ e Xs.
For any fixed pair of indices (σ,τ)e S x S, let xστ = 1, ̂ α.ί5 = 0 if
(α, /9) ̂  (o , τ) and 2/^ = 1, τ/rr = — 1, yaβ = 0 otherwise. Denote z —
(zaβ) = (Γa?)i/ = Γ(a;2/). Observe from z = (Tx)y t h a t

Σ ( Σ taξΊ&xrs)(yξβ) = Σ taξστyξβ ,
? V(r, δ) / £

and hence 2ft,σ = taσoτi zaτ = — taτστ, zaβ = 0 otherwise. On the other
hand, from z = T(xy) we have

Σ taβΐ&\ Σ X;

From these computation, we obtain that taβστ = 0 if β ψ σ and β Φ τ.
In case β = σ, we have £ασσr = —taσaτ and so again zaβ = 0. Hence
we conclude that £α/3σr = 0 unless β = τ. Similarly, from x(Ty) =
Γ(α;2/) we obtain taβστ = 0 unless a = σ. Since σ, τ are arbitrary, we
have taβaτ Φ 0 only if (a, β) = (σ, τ). Next we choose xστ ~ 1, #αiS = 0
if (α, /5) ̂  (σ, τ) and yμv = 1, τ/α/3 = 0 if (α, /9) Φ (μ, v) in the equation
(Tx)y = x(Ty). It is readily seen from a similar computation that
£«/3α/3 = trm for all α, /9, 7, δ e S. Thus if Γ e J l ί f t ) , then T must be
a scalar multiple of the identity operator.

LEMMA 2. M(XS) = Z(B(XS)).

Proof. In view of the inclusion relation (*), we need only to
show that if TeZ(B(Xg)), then TeM(Xs). Let T = (ί4 i), i, i e S x S,
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such that for two fixed distinct indices k, he S x S, tkk — a Φ thh = b
and ti:} = 0 otherwise. From Lemma 1, we clearly have TgM(A).
Define ϊ\e B(A), Tλ = ( Q , by ί'Λfc = 1, and t'id = 0 otherwise. It
is readily seen by a direct computation that TTX Φ TλT, hence
Tg Z(B(XS)), proving the assertion.

4* IP-algebras* An iϊ*-algebra A is a Banach *-algebra (a
Banach algebra with involution) and a Hubert space, where the
Banach algebra norm coincides with the Hubert space norm, with the
the crucial connecting property (xy, z) = (y, x*y). It is assumed that
for each x e A, || x* || — || x || and x*x Φ 0 if x Φ 0. A simple example
of an H*-algebra is the matrix algebra Xs introduced in § 3. In fact,
Xs is a simple ίf*-algebra, and indeed every simple iϊ*-algebra is
isometric and *-isomorphic to some matrix algebra Xs. In general,
Ambrose [1] proved that every iJ*-algebra is the direct, and at the
same time orthogonal, sum of its closed minimal two-sided ideals
which are simple iJ*-algebras. (Naimark [10], p. 331).

LEMMA 3. Let A be a normed algebra which is the direct sum
of closed two-sided ideals {Ia:ae^} in A. If TeM(A), then T
maps each Ia into itself.

Proof. Let x e Ia for some fixed ae g\ Suppose that (Tx)β Φ 0,
i.e. The projection of Tx into Iβ, for some β Φ a, β e &. We may
choose yelβ, y Φ 0, such that (Tx)y = (Tx)βy = 0. (For otherwise, if
(Tx)βIβ = 0, then

(Tx)βA = (Tx)β(® Σ la) = (Tx)βIβ = 0 ,

contradicting the fact that A is without order.) But on the other
hand, T(xy) = T 0 = 0, violating the multiplier condition. Thus,
(Tx)β = 0, i.e. T maps each Ia into itself.

Denote by Ta the restriction of Γ to Jα. It is clear that if
TeM(A), then TaeM(Ia) for each α eg 7 , Hence we may write

TA = τ(e ΣφθΣW^ΘΣ τja.

We note that for each TeM(A), there corresponds a unique set {Ta}
where TaeM(Ia).

THEOREM 2. Let A be an H*-algebra, and {Ia:aeξf} the set of
all minimal closed two-sided ideals in A. Denote by E the topological
space of the set of all minimal closed two-sided ideals in A with the
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discrete topology. Then there exists a ^-isomorphism which is at the
same time an isometry of M{A) onto C°°(E), the space of all bounded
continuous complex functions on E.

Proof. From the structure theorem of H*-algebras, we know
that A = φ Σ ^ « °f a ^ rts closed minimal ideals which are simple
H*-algebras, *-isomorphic and isometric to some matrix algebras XSa.
For each TeM(A), let {Ta:ae&} be the corresponding set of multi-
pliers of Ia. By Lemma 1, Ta must be a scalar multiple of the
identity operator Pa, say Ta = t(a)Pa, for some complex number t(a)
depending on T. Define Φ: M(A) —• C(E), the space of all complex-
valued functions on E by Φ(T)(a) = t(a) for each aeE. Clearly Φ
is linear, multiplicative and preserves involution, (i.e., * operations
for elements in A, complex conjugation for elements in C°°(E) and
operator adjoint for elements in M(A).) To show that Φ is isometric,
we observe

and hence || T\\ ̂  || Φ(T) ||. Conversely, we have for some χa Φ 0,

\Φ(T)(a)\ = \t(a)\ = I | Γ A I 1 S \\Ta\\^\\T\\ ,
II ^ α II

proving \\Φ(T)\\ ̂  || T\\. Thus, Φ is indeed an isometry, and being
linear, it is one-to-one. On the other hand for each/e C°°(E) s C(E),
let Ta = f{a)Pa. It is readily seen that the mapping T determined
by {Ta} belongs to M(A) and satisfies Φ(T) = f. Thus, we conclude
that Φ is an isometric ^-isomorphism from M(A) onto C°°(E).

We note that the present proof differs from its commutative
counterpart [9] in the use of Ambrose's structure theorem [1] for
if*-algebras instead of Gelfand's representation for general commuta-
tive Banach Algebras.

REMARK 2. We note that the orthogonal complement of each
minimal closed two-sided ideal is a maximal closed two-sided ideal,
and vice versa. Hence the space of all minimal closed two-sided
ideals is homeomorphic to the space of all maximal closed two-sided
ideals. Thus, in case A is commutative, the above representation
theorem reduces to that of Kellogg's (Theorem (4.1), [9]).

REMARK 3. From Lemma 2 and the above theorem, it is easily
seen that if A is a iί*-algebra then M(A) = Z(B(A)) if and only if
A is simple.
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REMARK 4. The result of Theorem 2 remains valid for any
algebra which is the direct sum of ideals {Ia} such that each ideal
is isomorphic and isometric to some matrix algebra. The isometry
of M(A) and C°°(E) can be proved without using the orthogonality
of the direct sum in an IP-algebra.

REMARK 5. Since M(A) is a commutative involutory algebra, it
is also contained in the set of all normal operators on A.

REMARK 6. Since M(A) is *-isomorphic and isometric to C°°(E),
its maximal ideal space is homeomorphic to the Stone-Cech compacti-
fication of the discrete space E. (See [6], Chapter 6).

REMARK 7. A Banach *-algebra A with identity e is called com-
pletely symmetric if for each xe A, (e + x*x)~ι e A. (See Naimark
LlO], p. 299.) It is clear that C°°{E) and hence M(A) is completely
symmetric. In particular, the Shilov boundary of M(A) coincides
with its maximal ideal space. (Cf. Naimark [10], p. 218.)

Another interesting example of ίf*-algebras is the group algebra
L2(G), where G is an arbitrary compact group. In this case, all the
minimal closed two-sided ideals of L2(G) are isomorphic and isometric
to finite dimensional simple H*-algebras, or equivalently X8a, with Sa

finite for each aeξf (see [1].). In the following, we will prove a
result for the set of all multipliers which are at the same time
compact operators in case A is a H* -algebra whose minimal closed
two-sided ideals are finite-dimensional. (Such an algebra will be called
compact H*-algebra. Clearly, every commutative H* algebra is a
compact iϊ*-algebra.)

THEOREM 3. Let A be a H*-algebra whose minimal closed two-
sided ideals are finite dimensional, and M0(A) the set of all com-
pact operators in M(A). Then Φ(M0(A)) = C0(E), the algebra of all
continuous functions on E which vanish at infinity.

Proof. Since every Ia is finite dimensional, each Ta e M(Ia) is a
scalar multiple of the identity operator Pα, and hence compact. For
any finite set F £ E, if we define

J- = ^LJ J- a = ^j GaΓa ,
aGF aeF

where ca are complex constants, T is the finite sum of compact
operators and thus again compact. Let CK(E) be the algebra of all
continuous functions on E with compact support. We have just seen
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that Φ~\CK{E)) c Mΰ(A). Since CK(E) = CQ(E), thus Φ-\CK{E)) =
Φ~\CK(E)). However, M0(A) is the intersection of the closed sub-
algebra M(A) and the closed ideal of all compact operators in B{A),
and is thus closed. As a consequence, we have ψ-\Cκ(E)) g M0(A).
On the other hand, suppose that there exists a TeM0(A) such that
Φ(T) =f$C0(E), i.e., there exists ε > 0 such that the set G =
{a e E: \ f(a) | Ξ> ε} is infinite. For each αeg% choose xaela with
|| xa || = 1. Note that {xa} is a bounded sequence, but {Txa} = {f(a)xa}
is an orthogonal sequence with 11 Txa \ | ^ ε which cannot have any
convergent subsequence. This contradicts the fact that T is compact.
Thus, M0(A) S Φ-\C,{E)), completing the proof.

REMARK 8. We note that for every compact multiplier T of a
compact iJ*-algebra, there exists a net TaeB(A) with finite ranks,
such that Ta converges to T in operator norm.

REMARK 9. For each TeM(A), let {Ta} be the collection of all
restrictions of T to Ia. Clearly {Ta} is a family of mutually orthogonal
projections, since {Ia} is an orthogonal family of subspaces. For each
Te M0(A), we observe that there are only countably many Ta different
from zero. (Observe that the set {a:f(a) ^ 0,/ = Φ(T)} = \Jΐ=1Sn,
where Sn = {a: \f(a) | ^ 1/n}, is countable since for each n, Sn is finite.)
Hence, we may write

T = Σ f(<Xi)Pai , with lim I /(a,) I = 0 .

This decomposition of T into a sequence of orthogonal projections can
be considered as an extension of the well-known spectral decomposition
of a self-ad joint compact operators of H* -algebras. In this case, T is
not assumed to be self-adjoint.

REMARK 10. By a similar consideration as given in Remark 2,
Theorem 3 may be considered as a generalization of Theorem (4.3)
of [9]. Furthermore, the maximal ideal space of the algebra M0{A)
of all compact multipliers of a compact ίf*-algebra A is homeomor-
phic to E, the set of all minimal two-sided ideals in A with discrete
topology.

REMARK 11. We remark that the specialization of general H*-
algebras to compact if*-algebras is necessary since in case of Xs,
the identity operator in B(XS) is compact if and only if Xs is finite-
dimensional.
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